
Jotne Selected by Lockheed Martin to Develop
System for Open Simulation Data

Jotne’s software EDMopenSimDM™ achieves interoperability and long-term data retention of

CAD/CAE/PLM and test data, supporting Lockheed Martin and customers.

OSLO, NORWAY, January 28, 2016 /EINPresswire.com/ -- - Lockheed Martin awarded Jotne a

three-year program to develop its existing software system known as Open Simulation Data

Management (Open SimDM) platform to include new capabilities in test data management and

other application areas. 

Jotne’s software EDMopenSimDM™ is a key element to achieve interoperability and long-term

data retention of CAD/CAE/PLM and test data, supporting Lockheed Martin and its customers to

perform data exchange, sharing and archiving of product data. Execution of this collaborative

effort will introduce new advanced capabilities, which goes beyond what is available in other

software systems. 

Data which includes 3D product information, simulation models and test data, will be accessible

throughout the product lifecycle. Specifications, parts information, simulation and test data

integration will be stored long-term using international ISO 10303 standards. 

“Jotne’s new contract reaffirms our partnership and our role as a leading supplier in Product

Lifecycle Management (PLM) and Simulation Data Management (SDM),” said Jotne’s Vice

President Kjell Bengtsson. “Jotne has delivered technical IT solutions to Lockheed Martin for

more than 15 years, and during the last three years it has supported the F-35 program to

exchange PLM information between Lockheed Martin Aeronautics and the new Alenia (FACO)

facility in Italy.”
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